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Figure 1: Example of knitted garments worn by ALab Stoats created with Weave.

ABSTRACT
In this talk, we discuss the knitting system we incorporated into
our proprietary woven fabric generation tool, Weave. To make our
system production-usable for a large number of characters, we im-
plemented several tools to automate the generation and placement
of knitted patterns. This allows artists to create knitted garments
with a few simple steps using techniques they are already familiar
with, while taking advantage of features in our existing cloth tools.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies→ Parametric curve and surface
models.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Weave had an existing knitting option, but it was limited to copy-
ing a single loop over the entire garment. Our upcoming shows,
however, required a much wider variety of knitted garments so we
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needed to implement a system that allowed us to create complex
patterns with ease and also scalability.

We started with stitch meshes, an approach to knitting proposed
by [Yuksel et al. 2012]. In a stitchmesh, knitted loops are represented
by faces on a mesh; simple loops like knits/purls are represented
as quads, and more complicated loops like increases/decreases are
represented by faces with additional edges for incoming/outgoing
loops.While other approaches have been successful (such as [Walker
et al. 2022]), we found stitch mesh’s close connection to real-world
knitting an appealing feature.

Unfortunately, the tools described formanipulating stitchmeshes
require several manual steps specific to a given model, so they are
impractical for artists working on a large number of characters. In
the next section, we describe how we’ve built a toolset to automate
a significant amount of the stitch mesh creation process.

2 KNITTINGWORKFLOW
Our tools work by automatically generating a stitch mesh (called a
knit mesh in our system to avoid confusion with an existing feature).
First, a base knit mesh is generated from the input garment mesh.

Artists then pick from a set of pre-defined patterns and apply
these patterns to the knit mesh using our procedural Houdini SOP
nodes. The cloth is then rendered with our proprietary renderer,
Glimpse, where our Weave plug-in converts the knit mesh to ren-
derable yarn curves and ensures they follow any motion applied to
the original mesh.

2.1 Initialization
We initialize our knit mesh by re-meshing the input geometry
into a quad-dominant mesh with rows and columns aligned to UV
directions, matching the original tiling generated by Weave. This
initialization sets up attributes describing the knitting directions,
which are used by pattern placement nodes. We provide the option
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Figure 2: Weave’s knitting workflow from input mesh to knit
mesh to rendered yarn curves. More details can be seen in
our supplemental video.

to subdivide specific regions of the knit mesh to have different
density levels of knitting across a garment.

2.2 Pattern Nodes
There exists an infinity of stitch patterns, these being composed of
simple purl, knit, or more complicated stitches. To integrate some
of these patterns onto our knit mesh, we have developed two nodes
that facilitate the process, both relying on our knit mesh annotation
(described in the supplemental material) to use row and column
numbers. In order to avoid a dependency on the base mesh’s shape
or topology, we use textures to drive the placement of patterns.
This lets Surfacing artists work with familiar texture painting tools,
and avoids the need for any manual updates if small changes are
made to the model (UVs are fairly stable in our pipeline).

Quad Pattern Fill lets the artist specify a combination of knits
and purls via a simple string description (e.g "0011" for the 2x2 rib
pattern used in Figure 3a), which will be applied to a region of the
knit mesh. Modular arithmetic on the row/column number is then
used to determine the final pattern placement.

Mesh Pattern Fill allows artists to stamp a pre-defined pat-
tern over a region of the knit mesh, replacing the quad-dominant
topology with the pattern’s topology (Figure 3b). To ensure that
no cracks or holes are generated, we require that the region of
the mesh be locally grid-like (i.e. all quads with well-organized
rows/columns) and that edge points of the pattern’s knit mesh
are mappable to these grid coordinates. To control the placement,
artists have several options such as left/right/center-alignment and
spacing.

2.3 Pattern Library and Tile Generation
The Pattern Library defines a collection of out of the box patterns
ready to be placed on a model by usingMesh Pattern Fill, along with
a visual selection box to quickly select the fitting pattern. To support
the generation of multiple stitch types, we built a Houdini node
to procedurally generate new stitches. These stitches are stored as
curves in USD and mean-value coordinates are also written out so
we can quickly deform the reference tile to face on the knit mesh.

2.4 Post-Processing
To get a more natural looking mesh and to approach the relaxation
of the stitches, we used Houdini’s Vellum solver in combination
with smoothing operations to emulate the Mesh-based Relaxation
step from Yuksel et al.. The high computational demand of the

(a) Quad Pattern Fill (b) Mesh Pattern Fill

Figure 3: Knitted Meshes created with our pattern fill tools.

second step of Yuksel et al.’s relaxation called Yarn-level Relaxation
prohibits its use in our current workflow.

2.5 Rendering
The knit mesh is then passed to our render procedural, which
will generate curves representing the yarn. On top of this, options
from the original Weave such as fuzz, displacement or scraggle
are still available to obtain a unique look [Smith et al. 2018]. Our
supplemental material contains further details on yarn generation
and shading capabilities.

3 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
By automating a few key steps in the knit mesh creation process
we have been able to achieve a very scalable workflow for our
knitting tools. This workflow lets artists design knitted garments
with intuitive options, quickly going from the starting mesh to
trying different patterns on the knit mesh, to having the rendered
garment visualized.

Adding new patterns to our library currently requires several
manual steps that are tedious and prevent the quick addition of new
knitting patterns. A lead could be the automatic generation of the
geometry representing a knitting pattern from a traditional knitting
chart. Our current workflow does not allow the construction of
cables or the correct relaxation of lace patterns. Finding a way to
support them in our system would be a good future step.
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